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We investigate the recursive identification of classes of r.e. languages
on sets of texts of measure-one with respect to both fixed and variable
probability distributions. In the case of fixed distributions, we give a
characterization theorem, and we prove that, in the case of so-called
canonical distributions, measure-one identification amounts to identifica-
tion on informants. We also find analogues of some positive and negative
results by Angluin in the case of variable distributions. ] 1998 Academic Press
INTRODUCTION
Identification of languages from positive data (modulo coding, languages are
nonempty r.e. sets) is treated in detail, e.g., in [OSW86]. A naive description of the
main problem in this field is the following: a class C of languages is given, and a
language L # C is chosen. A player , (human or machine), called the learner, is sup-
plied with an infinite list t (called a text for L) of the elements of L. At stage n, ,
knows the first n+1 elements of t and is required to guess an r.e. index for L.
(Thus, , can be regarded as a function from finite sequences into natural numbers).
Note that , does not know anything about the elements which are not in L. That
is, , receives only positive information about L. According to the rules of the game,
, succeeds if its guesses eventually stabilize on an r.e. index for L. Whether or not
, succeeds depends not only on C, but also on the list t. We say that , identifies
C iff it succeeds on every L # C and on every list t of the elements of L. In
[OSW86], language identification is related to the activity of a child who learns the
grammar of hisher natural language from (positive) examples.
It is well known [Gold68] that no learner can identify all languages; in fact, no
learner can identify an infinite language and all finite sublanguages of it.
The impossibility of identifying such simple classes suggested a new paradigm of
identification, namely ‘‘measure-one identification.’’ Such a paradigm is examined,
e.g., in [OSW86]. Roughly speaking, the idea is the following: once again, a class
C of languages is given, and a language L in C is chosen. At each stage n, we ran-
domly choose an element from L according to a probability distribution $L such
that every element of L can be chosen with positive probability, and all the other
elements can be chosen with probability zero. (A distribution with this property is
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called a distribution for L, and a collection D of distributions is said to be for C iff
every $ # D is for some L # C and for every L # C there is $ # D such that $ is for
L.) If we repeat our choice infinitely often, then, with probability one, only elements
of L can be chosen, and every element of L is eventually chosen. The idea is that
, measure-one identifies C with respect to the class D if, for every L # C and for
every $ # D, if $ is for L, then, with probability one, ,’s guesses on the random list
created in this way (according to the distribution $) stabilize on an index for L. A
natural question arises: which classes are identifiable according to this new
paradigm?
This problem also has the following motivation. Inductive inference demands
that a correct conjecture be output after only seeing a finite part of the data. This
is hard to do since there are many possibilities that fit the data seen so far.
However, on empirical grounds this is needed. This difficulty suggests that we look
for learning strategies which lead to the correct conjecture with high probability.
Thus, it makes sense to investigate which classes of languages are measure-one
recursively identifiable.
In [An88], it is shown that whether a class is measure-one identifiable or not
depends on the collection of probability distributions. More precisely, Angluin
proves the following:
(1) The class C* of all languages is measure-one identifiable by a recursive
learner (i.e., one which can be simulated by a recursive function) with respect to
any uniformly approximately computable class of distributions (i.e., with respect to
any class of distributions whose elements are uniformly approximated by a recur-
sive function) for C*. (In fact, Angluin proves more: every uniformly approximable
class D of distributions is recursively identifiable, in the sense that there is a recur-
sive learner whose guesses on a random text chosen according to any distribution
$ # D stabilize in the limit to an index for a recursive approximation to $. However,
in this paper we only deal with identification of languages and not with identifica-
tion of distributions.)
(2) Every non-identifiable class is not measure-one (not even measure :, for
:>23) identifiable with respect to the class of all distributions for C.
In this paper, we extend these results in several directions.
In the first part of the paper, we look for the most natural classes of distributions,
and we see what happens when ‘‘measure-one identification’’ is referred to such
classes. To this purpose, first of all, we fix a natural distribution $ for N. Since there
are probably many candidates for the role of natural distribution, we shall only
assume the following rather general conditions: (i) for every n, 0<$(n)<1; (ii)
[$(n) : n # N]=1; (iii) there is a recursive function d(n, m) weakly increasing in m
(this means if mk then d(n, m)d(n, k)) such that, for every n, *m .d(n, m) is $(n)
in the limit.
If we consider $ as the most natural probability distribution for N, then, for every
language L, a natural candidate for the role of canonical distribution for L is the
distribution $L defined, for all n # N, by $L(n)=0 if n  L, and $L(n)=
$(n) } ($(L))&1 if n # L, where $(L)=[$(k) : k # L] denotes the probability of
choosing an element of L according to the probability distribution $. In other
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words, the probability PL(x=n)=$L(n) of selecting n is defined to be 0 if n  L,
and the conditional probability P(x=n | x # L) if n # L.
Such a class of distributions is called $ canonical, in the sense that it is the most
natural class of distributions arising from $. Any $ canonical class has the following
useful properties: (i) $L depends on the language L and not on the choice of an
index for it (thus there is just one $ canonical distribution for any given language
L); (ii) the relative weight of a natural number does not depend on the language
it belongs to; i.e., if n, m # L and n, m # L$, then $L(n)$L(m)=$L$(n)$L$(m).
The $ canonical classes of distributions are neither a generalization nor a par-
ticular case of uniformly approximately computable classes. Indeed, unlike $
canonical classes, uniformly approximately computable classes can contain different
distributions for the same language. Moreover, given any approximately com-
putable distribution $ for N, the (unique) $ canonical class of distributions for a
class C of languages is uniformly aproximately compuatable iff C is uniformly
recursive. Thus, there are $ canonical classes of measures which are not uniformly
approximately computable.
In this paper, we give a characterization of the classes of languages which are
measure-one identifiable with respect to $ canonical distributions, proving that, for
any distribution $ for N as above, a class C of languages is measure-one recursively
identifiable with respect to the class 3($, C )=[$L : L # C] iff C is identifiable on
informants, i.e., on texts which give complete information not only about the
elements of the language, but also on the elements which are not in it.
We comment on our result as follows: it is well known that every uniformly
recursive class of languages is recursively identifiable on informants. Roughly speak-
ing, general classes of languages can fail to be identifiable on the usual texts for
three reasons: (i) the lack of negative information (e.g., the class N _ [F : F a finite
subset of N] is uniformly recursive, but is not identifiable on normal texts); (ii) the
absence of uniformity (e.g., the class of all recursive sets is not recursively iden-
tifiable, not even on informants); (iii) the non-recursiveness of the languages (e.g.,
the class [K _ [n] : n # N] is uniform, but it is not recursively identifiable; by the
way, Osherson showed me that such a class is identifiable on informants). Now our
result tells us that the measure-one paradigm (wrt $ canonical distributions)
reduces identification with only positive information to identification with positive
and negative information, thus eliminating the first reason for non-identifiability. It
follows that every uniformly recursive class is measure-one recursively identifiable,
that the class of all recursive sets is not measure-one recursively identifiable, and
that every class of languages is (non-recursively) measure-one identifiable wrt $
canonical distributions.
In attempting to prove the above result, we found a characterization of measure-
one recursive identifiability of a class C of languages wrt an arbitrary class D of dis-
tributions for C. This characterization is given in terms of recursive identifiability
in the usual sense wrt a different form of texts, namely texts which give us informa-
tion not only about the elements of the language, but also about the probability
distribution taken into consideration.
In [An88], Angluin introduces an algorithm which, given a uniformly approx-
imately computable class D of distributions and a random text t generated by a
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distribution $ # D, stabilizes with probability one on an index for (a recursive
approximation to) $. Using such strategy, we might also identify the corresponding
language, i.e., the set [n # N : $(n)>0].
In our characterization, we consider the opposite situation: the inputs for the
learner are not finite approximations of the language, but finite approximations of
the distribution, and the learner does not need to identify the distribution (which
need not be recursive, nor approximately computable), but the language. Thus, we
do not find our characterization completely natural. However, after finding it, we
realized that its utility is not limited to the case of $ canonical measures: for exam-
ple, it allows us to improve a result by Angluin on the non-existence of a recursive
learner which measure-one identifies a non-recursively identifiable class C wrt the
class of all probability distributions for C.
In fact, we can prove that if there is a recursive learner that measure-one identifies
a class C with respect to all approximately computable (roughly, approximable by
a recursive function) distributions for C, then there is a recursive learner that
identifies C in the usual sense. We also prove a non-effective version of the
above results: any non-identifiable class is not measure-one identifiable wrt the class of
all distributions for it, but any class is (non-recursively) identifiable wrt the class of
approximately computable distributions, as well as wrt $ canonical distributions for it.
In another direction, we can look for identification results still in a measure
theoretic setting that refer to larger classes of measures. We concentrate on
measure-one identification with respect to variable probability distributions.
In other words, we consider probability distributions $({, n) which express the
probability of selecting n assuming that we have already made lth({) random
choices (where lth({) denotes the length of {) and that the sequence of outcomes
is {. In practice, it is more convenient to consider _ additive measures on the Baire
space which are defined by means of their values on the basic open sets B_=
[t # NN : t$_], _ a finite sequence of natural numbers. Indeed, given a probability
distribution $({, n), we get a measure + letting
+(B<)=1; +(B(a0 , ..., an))=$(<, a0) } $((a0) , a1) } ... } $((a0 , ..., an&1) , an).
Conversely, given a _ additive measure + on NN, we get a probability distribution
$({, n) defined on all { such that +(B{){0, by $({, n)=+ (B{*(n))+(B{) (the values
of $({, n) for those { # Seq such that +(B{)=0 are irrelevant). A _ additive measure
+ is said to be for the language L iff: (i) for all _ # Seq, +(B_)>0 iff range(_)L,
and (ii) +[t # NN : range(t)=L]=1. If C is a class of languages, a class M of
measures is said to be for C iff every + # M is for some L # C and for all L # C there
is + # M such that + is for L.
Variable distributions have many motivations. For instance, such distributions
occur in the context of the Bayesian approach to probability. A further application
comes from trying to construct distributions for N, depending on previous out-
comes, such that numbers that have been frequently chosen become less probable,
and numbers never chosen become more and more probable. This eliminates a dis-
advantage of fixed distributions: with probability one some numbers occur more
frequently than others.
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We define the notion of uniformly approximately computable class of measures
(possibly arising from variable distributions) for an r.e. class of languages in anal-
ogy to [An88], but with reference to basic open sets of the Baire space and not to
natural numbers. We prove that, for every r.e. class C of languages, and for every
uniformly approximately computable class M of measures for C, there is a recursive
learner which identifies each language L in C on a set T of texts such that, for every
measure + # M for L, +(T )=1. This shows that, as far as we are concerned with
identification of languages and not of probability distributions, in Angluin’s
theorem on measure-one identification of the class of all languages, the restriction
to measures which arise from fixed distributions is unnecessary. To make com-
parison with Angluin’s result fair, we must add that identification of probability dis-
tributions is stronger than identification of languages, so her result is in some
respects stronger than ours.
In the last part of the paper, we show that in the above theorem uniform
approximability is essential. Indeed, we prove that, for every r.e. class C of
languages which is not identifiable by any recursive learner, there is a class M of
measures for C which is uniformly approximately computable with an oracle on 0’
such that no recursive learner measure-one identifies C with respect to M.
1. PRELIMINARIES
In the following, N denotes the set of natural numbers, Q denotes the set of
rational numbers, and R denotes the set of real numbers.
For every n # N, ,n denotes the partial recursive function with Go del number n,
Wn denotes the r.e. set with Go del number n, and Wn, k denotes the finite set
[i<k : _jk : T(n, i, j )], where T is Kleene’s predicate. Seq denotes the set of finite
sequences of natural numbers, and BSeq denotes the set of finite binary sequences.
The symbol < denotes the empty set (hence, the empty sequence). The length of
a (finite) sequence { is denoted lth({). The sequence whose elements are a0 ,..., an ,
each in the order given, is denoted (a0 , ..., an).
We fix once and for all a recursive oneone Go del numbering * of Seq such that
every natural number is the Go del number of exactly one finite sequence. This
Go del numbering induces an order M on Seq such that _M{ iff _*<{*.
For all _, { # Seq, we write _ | { to mean that _ and { are incomparable (i.e., there
is i # Dom(_) & Dom({) such that _i{{i). An antichain is a subset A of Seq such
that, for all _, { # A, _ | {. The symbol * denotes concatenation of sequences.
The symbol  denotes set-theoretical inclusion, and the symbol / denotes set-
theoretical strict inclusion. In particular, if _, { are finite sequences, _{ means
that _ is an initial segment of { (possibly coinciding with {), and _/{ means that
_ is a proper initial segment of {. Symbols # and $ denote the inverse relations
of / and , respectively. For all _ # Seq, _& denotes < if _=< and the initial
segment of _ of length lth(_)&1 otherwise.
In the sequel, if A is any non-empty set, the set of maps from N into A is denoted
AN, and its elements are called generalized texts. Elements of NN are called texts.
For all _ # Seq, B_ denotes the set [t # NN : t$_], and for all { # Bseq, C{ denotes
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the set [t # 2N : t${]. It is well known that the set [B_ : _ # Seq] is a basis for
Baire’s space NN, and that [C{ : { # Bseq] is a basis for Cantor’s space 2N. For all
: # R, |:| denotes : if :0, and &: otherwise.
Throughout the whole paper, 4 denotes the Lebesgue measure on 2N, i.e., the
unique _ additive measure on 2N such that, for every finite binary sequence {,
4(C{)=2&lth({).
If n # N and t is either a generalized text or a finite sequence such that
lth(t)n+1, then t[n] denotes the finite sequence (t0 , ..., tn) . Nonempty r.e. sets
are called languages. Let L be a language, and let t be a text; we say that t is
for L iff range(t)=L. An informant for L is a generalized text i such that
range(i )=[(n, 1) : n # L] _ [(n, 0) : n # L]. If _ # Seq, and L is a language, the set
[t # LN : t$_] is denoted B_(L). Clearly, B_(L) is empty iff range(_) is not
included in L.
A map from Seq into N is called a learner. If A is any finite or countable set, a
map from the set of finite sequences of elements of A into N is called a generalized
learner. A (generalized) learner , is called recursive iff (modulo coding of finite
sequences) , is a recursive function.
If f is a function from N into R and : # R, we write lim( f (n) : n # N>=: to
mean that, for every positive = # R, there is an n # N such that, for all k>n,
| f (k)&:|<=. Clearly, if the range of f is a discrete subset of R, this condition
holds iff f (k)=: for almost all k. If t is a (generalized) text, and , is a (generalized)
learner, lim(,(t[n]) : n # N) denotes the limit of the function *n .,(t[n]). Thus,
lim(,(t[n]) : n # N) =k iff, for almost all n, ,(t[n])=k.
If B is a finite set and f is a function from B into R, then [ f (x) : x # B] denotes
0 if B=<, and f (b0)+ } } } +f (bn) if B=[b0 , ..., bn]. Moreover, >[ f (x) : x # B]
denotes 1 if B=<, and f (b0) } } } } } f (bn) if B=[b0 , ..., bn]. If B is countable and for
every x # B, 0f (x)1, then [ f (x) : x # B] denotes sup[[ f (x) : x # F ] : F a
finite subset of B] (where possibly such a supremum can be +), and >[ f (x):
x # B] denotes inf[>[ f (x) : x # F ] : F a finite subset of B].
Definition 1.1. Let L be a language and t be a (generalized) text. We say that
a (generalized) learner , identifies L on t iff the sequence (,(t[n]) : n # N) con-
verges to an index n such that L=Wn .
Let C be a class of languages, and let , be a learner. We say that , identifies C
iff , identifies every L # C on every text for L.
Definition 1.2. A probability measure (for short, a measure) on a set A is a
map + from a subalgebra S of the Boolean algebra P(A) of subsets of A into the
real interval [0, 1] such that +(A)=1, and, for every pair of disjoint elements B,
C of S, +(B _ C)=+(B)++(C ).
A measure + is said to be _ additive iff S is closed under countable unions, and,
whenever [Bn : n # N] is a family of mutually disjoint elements of S, one has:
+([Bn : n # N])=[+(Bn) : n # N].
A measure + is atomless iff, for every a # A, +([a])=0.
A probability distribution on N (for short, a distribution) is a map $ from N into
the real interval [0, 1] such that [$(n) : n # N]=1. Let L be any language, and
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let $ be a distribution. We say that $ is for L iff for every n # N, n # L iff $(n)>0.
(Thus, a distribution $ is for N iff for all n # N, $(n)>0.)
Let $ be a distribution for N, and let L be a language. Let $(L)=7[$(n) : n # L].
The $ canonical distribution $L for L is defined, for all n # N, by $L(n)=0 if n  L,
and $L(n)=$(n) } $(L)&1 if n # L.
Example 1.3. Let $ be a distribution, and let, for every subset A of N, m$(A)=
[$(n) : n # A]. Clearly, m$ is a _ additive measure on N. In the following,
the measure on NN given by the N power of m$ (i.e., the product of N measures
all equal m$) is denoted +$ . Note that, for every basic open set B_ , say,
_=(a0 , ..., an) , one has +$(B_)=>[$(ai) : i<lth(_)]. In the sequel, +$ is called
the distribution measure associated with $, and measures of the form +$ shown above
are called distribution measures. Distribution measures associated with a distribution
for L are called distribution measures for L.
Any distribution measure + for L enjoys the following properties:
(i) + is a _ additive measure on NN;
(ii) +[ f # LN : range( f )=L]=1;
(iii) for all _ # Seq, range(_)L iff +(B_)>0.
Note that from (iii) it follows that, for every subset A of NN, +(A)=+(A & LN), in
the sense that +(A) and +(A & LN) are either both undefined or equal. Finally, if L
is not a singleton, then + is atomless.
Example 1.3 suggests the following definition:
Definition 1.4. Let L be a language. A measure + on NN is said to be a
measure for L (or simply, for L) iff it satisfies conditions (i), (ii), and (iii) above.
Roughly speaking, conditions (ii) and (iii) say that:
(1) every finite sequence of elements of L can be chosen with non-zero prob-
ability.
(2) with probability one, at each stage, only elements of L can be chosen.
(3) with probability one every element of L has to be eventually chosen.
Note that if L is not a singleton, there are measures for L which are not distribution
measures. This follows from the following lemma.
Lemma 1.5.
(a) Let r be a map from Seq into the real interval [0, 1] such that, for all
_ # Seq the following conditions hold :
(i) r(<)=1
(ii) r(_)=[r(_*(n) ) : n # N].
Then, there is exactly one _ additive measure on the algebra of Borel subsets of NN
such that for every _ # Seq, +(B_)=r(_).
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(b) Let L be a language, and let r be as in (a). Suppose that, in addition, r
satisfies:
(iii) For all _ # Seq, r(_)>0 iff range(_)L.
(iv) For all n # L, there is a maximal antichain A(n) such that
[r(_) : _ # A(n)]=1, and, for all _ # A(n), n # range(_).
Then, the unique _ additive measure whose existence is granted by part (a) is a
measure for L.
Proof. Part (a) is folklore (it is a relatively easy consequence of the extension
theorems [B86, Theorem 3.1, p. 32] and [B86, Theorem 3.3, p. 38]).
As for (b), condition (iii) in the lemma guarantees that condition (ii) in Defini-
tion 1.4 is satisfied. Now let
P[L]=[t # NN : range(t)L].
Condition (ii) in Definition 1.4 ensures that +(P[L])=1.
Moreover, let, for all n # L,
Pn=[t # N N : n # range(t) 7 range(t)L].
We have
Pn$P[L] & ([B{ : { # A(n)]).
Thus, by Condition (iv), for all n # L, +(Pn)=1. It follows that
+[t # NN : range(t)=L]=+([Pn : n # L])=1.
Thus, condition (iii) in Definition 1.4 is satisfied.
Definition 1.6. Let C be a class of languages, M be a class of measures, and
D be a class of probability distributions. We say that M (D, respectively) is for C
iff for all L # C, there is + # M ($ # D, respectively) such that + ($, respectively) is
for L, and every + # M (every $ # D, respectively) is for some L # C.
Definition 1.7. Let C be a class of languages, M be a class of measures for C,
D be a class of distributions for C, and , be a learner. We say that , measure-one
identifies C wrt M iff, for all L # C, and for all + # M, if + is for L, then +[t # NN : ,
identifies L on t]=1. We say that , measure-one identifies C wrt D iff , measure-
one identifies C wrt M=[+$ : $ # D].
Definition 1.8. An indexed class of languages is a sequence of the form
C=(Wf (i ) : i # N), where f is a total recursive function. A uniformly recursive class
is an indexed class C=(Wf (n) : n # N) such that the set [(i, n) : i # Wf (n)] is recur-
sive.
In the following, if C=(Wf (i ) : i # N) is an indexed class, we write Li instead of
Wf (i ) .
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Definition 1.9. A distribution $ is said to be approximately computable iff there
are recursive functions d(n, k), R(n, =) such that, for all n, k # N, = # Q+, if
kR(n, =), then |d(n, k)&$(n)|<=.
A sequence D=($i : i # N) of distributions is said to be uniformly approximately
computable if there are recursive functions d(i, n, k), R(i, n, =) such that, for every
i, n, k # N, = # Q+, if kR(i, n, =), then |d(i, n, k)&$i (n)|<=.
A sequence M=( +i : i # N) of measures is said to be uniformly approximately
computable (respectively, uniformly approximately computable with oracle O) if
there are recursive (respectively, recursive with oracle O) functions m(i, _, k),
R(i, _, =) such that, for all i, k # N, _ # Seq, = # Q+, if kR(i, _, =), then
|m(i, _, k)&+(B_)|<=.
Definition 1.10. Let C=(Li : i # N) be an indexed class, and let M=
( +i : i # N) be a sequence of measures. We say that M is for C iff, for all i # N,
+i is for Li ; we say that a learner , identifies C wrt M iff , identifies the set
[Li : i # N] wrt the set of measures [+i : i # N].
Example 1.11 (Cf. [An88]). Let C=(Li : i # N) be an indexed class contain-
ing all languages, and let 8(i, n) be a total recursive function such that, for every
i, Li=[8(i, n) : n # N]. Let $i (n)=[2&k&1 : 8(i, k)=n].
It can be readily seen that, for every i, $i is a distribution for Li , and that +i=+$i
is a distribution measure for Li . Moreover, D=($i : i # N) and M=( +i : i # N)
are uniformly approximately computable. Thus, we have uniformly approximately
computable classes of distributions and of measures for the class C* of all lan-
guages.
Note that it may happen that Li=Lh for some i{h. Thus, D and M can contain
different distributions (measures, respectively) for the same language.
Lemma 1.12.
(i) A distribution $ is approximately computable iff there is a recursive function
d $(n, k) from N_N into Q & [0, 1] which is weakly increasing in k (i.e., if kk$,
then d $(n, k)d $(n, k$)), and such that, for all n, lim(d $(n, k) : k # N)=$(n).
(ii) A sequence D=($i : i # N) of distributions is uniformly approximately com-
putable iff there is a recursive function d $(i, n, k) from N_N_N into Q & [0, 1] which
is weakly increasing in k and such that, for all i, n # N, lim(d $(i, n, k) : k # N)=$i (n).
(iii) A sequence M=( +i : i # N) of measures is uniformly approximately com-
putable (uniformly approximately computable with oracle O) iff there is a recursive
(recursive in O) function m$(i, _, k) from N_Seq_N into Q & [0, 1] which is weakly
increasing in k, and such that, for all i # N, and for all _ # Seq, lim(m$(i, _, k):
k # N)=+i (B_).
Proof. We only prove (i). (Proofs of (ii) and (iii) are similar).
O Let d(i, k), R(i, =) be functions witnessing that $ is approximately computable
(cf. Definition 1.9). Define d $(i, k) by induction as follows:
d $(i, 0)=0.
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Assume we have defined d $(i, j ) for all jk. Let k$=R(i, 2&k&2).
We define
d $(i, k+1)=max[d $(i, k), d(i, k$)&2&k&2].
Clearly, d $ is weakly increasing in k. Moreover, by induction on k, we can easily
prove that $(i )&2&kd $(i, k)$(i ). Thus,
lim(d $(i, k) : k # N) =$(i ).
o Let d $(i, k) be as in (i). First, define:
d(i, k)=d $(i, k).
In order to define R(i, =), let A(i, k)=[d $(i, k) : i<k]. Note that for every i,
*k .A(i, k) is weakly increasing in k, and lim(A(i, k) : k # N) =1.
Now let
R(i, =)=min[k : A(i, k)>1&=].
It can be readily seen that d and R satisfy all clauses in the definition of
approximately computable distribution.
Definition 1.13. Let n # N. An n distribution approximation function (nda) is a
map  such that:
(i) Dom()=[0, 1, ..., n].
(ii) For all i # Dom(), (i ) is a rational number of the form m2n+1, where
0m2n+1.
(iii) [(i ) : i # Dom()]1.
Notation 1.14. The set of finite sequences (0 , ..., k ) such that, for all nk, n
is an nda, and, for all ijhk, j (i )h(i), is denoted DASeq.
Definition 1.15. Let $ be a distribution. A distribution approximation text (da
text) for $ is an infinite sequence (n : n # N) such that:
(i) For every n, (0 , ..., n) # DASeq (Thus, in particular:
(i$) \xhk (h(x)k(x)).
(ii) For every k, $(k)=sup[n(k) : nk].
Definition 1.16. Let , be a function from DASeq into N, L be a language, and
$ be a distribution for L. We say that , da identifies L on $ iff , identifies L on
every da text for $.
Let C be a class of languages, and D be a class of distributions for C. We say
that , da identifies C on D iff , da identifies every L # C on every $ # D for L.
Definition 1.17. A probabilistic (recursive) da function is a (recursive) map 
from DASeq_BSeq into N.
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Definition 1.18. Let  be a probabilistic da function. Let L be a language, $
be a distribution for L, t be a da text for $, and s # 2N. We say that  da identifies
L on (t, s) iff lim((t[n], s[n]) : n # N) exists and is an index for L. We say that
 da identifies L on t with probability >p iff 4[s # 2N :  da identifies L on
(t, s)]>p.
Let C be a class of languages and D be class of distributions for C. We say that
 da identifies C on D with probability >p iff, for every L # C, and for every $ # D,
if $ is for L, then, for every da text t for $,  da identifies L on t with probability
>p.
2. CHARACTERIZING MEASURE-ONE RECURSIVE IDENTIFIABILITY
We are going to prove that a class C of languages is measure-one identifiable wrt
a class D of distributions for C iff C is da recursively identifiable on D. This charac-
terizes measure-one recursive identifiability in terms of recursive identifiability on a
new kind of text.
Lemma 2.1. Let C be a class of languages and D be a class of distributions for
C. If C is da recursively identifiable on D, then C is measure-one recursively iden-
tifiable wrt D.
Proof. Let, for all _ # Seq, d[_] be the function from N into Q defined by
d[_](k)=Card[i<lth(_) : _i=k]lth(_).
In [An88], (using a different terminology) the following is proved (Lemma 14):
Let $ # D, a>1, and let
B[$]=[t # NN : \n \x |d[t[n]](x)&$(x)|<[(6 } a } log(n))n](12)].
Then
+$(B[$])=1. (2.1.1)
Now let, for all n # N, and for all q # Q,
:(n, q)=0 if q0; :(n, q)=2&n&1 } max[m : m } (2&n&1)q] if q>0.
(2.1.2)
Define =(n) on N by
=(n)=1 if n100; =(n)=:(n, [(12 } log(n))n](12))+2&n&1 otherwise.
The following facts are easily proved:
*n .=(n) is a weakly decreasing recursive function, and lim(=(n) : n # N) =0.
(2.1.4)
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Let A[$]=[t # NN : \n \x |d[t[n]](x)&$(x)|<=(n)]. Then, +$(A[$])=1.
(2.1.5)
Now let, for all _ # Seq, #[_] be defined by
Dom(#[_])=[x # N : x<lth(_)]; #[_](x)=:(lth(_), d[_](x)&=(lth(_))). (2.1.6)
Clearly, for all t # NN, for almost all n, #[t[n]] is an nda function. Moreover, it
follows from (2.1.5) and (2.1.6) that, for every distribution $, for all t # A[$], and
for almost all n, for all xn, one has:
#[t[n]](x)$(x). (2.1.7)
Finally, for all t # A[$] and for all x # N,
limsup[#[t[n]](x) : nx]=$(x). (2.1.8)
It follows that, if t # A[$], then the sequence (#[t[n]] : n # N) shares many
properties of a da text for $.
If, for all $ # D and for all t # A[$](#[t[n]] : n # N) were a da text, we could prove
Lemma 2.1 as follows: let, for all _ # Seq, #*(_)=(#[_[0]], ..., #[_[lth(_)&1]]), and
let , be a recursive learner that da identifies C on D; then, =*_ .,(#*[_]) would
measure-one identify C on D. Indeed, for all L # C, and for all $ # D, $ for L, ,
succeeds on every da text for $ ; now, assuming that, if t # A[$], then (#[t[n]] :
n # N) is a da text,  would succeed on all t # A[$] for all $ # D, $ for L. Thus,
 would succeed on A[L]=[A[$] : $ # D, $ for L], which is a measure-one set
for every +$ such that $ # D and $ is for L. Finally, since *_ .#*(_) is recursive, 
would be recursive.
Unfortunately, nothing ensures that the monotonicity condition (cf. condition (i$)
of Definition 1.15) is satisfied by #*(t[n]) whenever t # A[$] and n # N.
The idea of the proof is the following: it follows from the definition of A[$] that,
for all t # A[$], there is an m0 such that
If n, hm0 , and xmin[n, h], then #[t[n]](x)#[t[h]](x)+2 } =(h).
(2.1.9)
Note that, by the arbitrariness of h, and by (2.1.9) we have
\xn (#[t[n]](x)$(x)).
Now define, for all _ # Seq, and for all n # N, ’[_, m] by
Dom(’[_, m])=[x # N : x<lth(_)];
’[_, m](x)=max[#[_[n]](x) : max[x, m]n<lth(_)]. (2.1.10)
(’[_, m](x)=0 if mlth(_)).
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Also, define
H(_, m)=(’[_, m](0), ..., ’[_, m](lth(_)&1)) . (2.1.11)
It is easy to prove that, if t # A[$] and m0 is such that (2.1.9) holds, then
(’[t[n], m0] : n # N) is a da text for $.
Monotonicity follows from (2.1.10), and the other conditions follow from
(2.1.10), (2.1.9), (2.1.7) (which, by (2.1.9), holds for all nm0) and (2.1.8). It
follows that, if $ is for L, then the function *_ .,(H(_, m0)) identifies L on t.
Since m0 may depend on t, we still have to define a recursive function m(_) from
Seq into N such that, for all t # A[$], lim(m(t[n]) : n # N) is equal to an m0 such
that (2.1.9) holds.
This is quite easy; simply let
m(_)=min[m<lth(_) : \n, h, x<lth(_)((mn 7 mh)  #[_[n]](x)
#[_[h]](x)+2 } =(h))].
It is clear that m(_) is as desired, and that *_ .8(H(_, m(_))) measure-one identifies
C on D. This completes the proof of Lemma 2.1. Q.E.D.
Lemma 2.2. Let C be a class of languages and D be a class of distributions for
C. If C is measure-one recursively identifiable wrt D, then there is a probabilistic
recursive da function that da identifies C on D with probability >23.
Proof. Let , be a recursive learner that measure-one identifies C wrt D. For
every L # C, let A(L)=[t # NN : , identifies L on t].
It is sufficient to find a recursive function H from DASeq_BSeq into Seq such
that H is weakly increasing, (i.e., if __$ and {{$, then H(_, {)H(_$, {$)) and,
for all L # C, for all $ # D, $ for L, and for every da text s for $, with probability
>23, [H(t[n]) : n # N] is a text in A[L]. If we are able to do this, then the com-
position ,(H(_, {)) (_ # DASeq, { # BSeq) is a recursive probabilistic da function
that da identifies C on D with probability >23.
We describe a probabilistic inductive inference machine M that simulates H.
Given infinite sequences t, s (written on two different tapes, called input tape and
coin tape, respectively) such that s # 2N, and, for every n, t[n] # DASeq, at each
stage of the computation, M can either read a finite part of the input tape or of the
coin tape, or store a finite part of one of these on the working tape, or perform
computations (like a Turing Machine) on the working tape, or print a finite num-
ber of symbols on the output tape (M is not allowed to erase symbols written on
the output tape or on the input tape, nor to write symbols on either the input tape
or the coin tape; however, we allow M to erase symbols from the coin tape).
The desired recursive function H simulates the behavior of M, with the the
following differences:
(i) H ’s inputs are not pairs of infinite sequences, but pairs (_, {) such that
_ # DASeq, { # BSeq.
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(ii) whenever M asks more input from one of H ’s input tapes and no more
input is available on that tape, we force H to stop.
Thus, whereas it is possible that M never stops and that M’s output is infinite,
it will turn out that H always stops producing a finite output. In fact, M’s output
on (t, s) is [H(t[n], s[n] : n # N].
We give an informal presentation of M, and we show that, if the input t is a da
text for some $ # D and $ is for L # C, then with probability >23, M outputs in
the limit an element of A(L). More formally, 4[s # 2N : on input (t, s) M produces
an output in A(L)]>23.
Since, when n varies, H ’s outputs on input (t[n], s[n]) are arbitrarily long initial
segments of M’s output on input (t, s), this will suffice for an informal proof. A for-
malization of our informal argument is very long and tedious, but not conceptually
difficult, therefore we leave it to the reader.
We begin with the description of M. Let a0 , ..., an , ... be a recursive sequence of
rational numbers such that >[ai : i # N]=78, and, for every n, 0<an<an+1<1
(for example, one can define: a0=1516; an+1=(12) } (1+7(8 } a0 } } } } } an))). Let
infinite sequences t, s be given such that s # 2N, and, for every n, t[n] # DASeq.
M proceeds by stages at follows:
Stage 0. M asks input from the input tape until an n0 is reached such that
[tn0(i ) : in0]>a0 . (If such n0 does not exist, then M goes on forever asking
input from t and prints no output. Thus, in the limit, the empty sequence is
produced as an output. Of course, in this case, on finite initial segments of t and
s, H stops producing the empty sequence as soon as M has read the (finite) input
from the input tape. Note that such n0 always exists if t is a da text).
Then, M reads the first n0+1 inputs s0 , ..., sn0 from the coin tape. Now let, for
all { # BSeq, E({)=[\ # BSeq : lth(\)=lth({)], and let a({) denote the unique
k : 0k<2lth({) such that { is the kst member of E({) according to the lexicographic
order.
If a(s[n0]) } 2&n0&1>[tn0(i ) : in0], then M stops producing the empty
sequence as output.
Otherwise, there is a unique b0n0 such that
[tn0( j ) : j<b0]<a(s[n0]) } 2
&n0&1[tn0( j ) : jb0].
In this case, M prints b0 on the output tape, erases the first n0+1 bits s0 , ..., sn0
from the coin tape, and goes to the next step.
Note that the probability that M does not stop at stage 0 is a0 . Moreover, we
can prove the following:
Claim 2.2.1. For every c0n0 , the probability that M outputs c0 at stage 0 is
tn0(c0).
Proof of Claim 2.2.1. There are exactly tn0(c0) } 2
n0+1 numbers x such that
[tn0( j) : j<c0]<x } 2
&n0&1[tn0( j) : jc0]. Thus, there are exactly tn0(c0) } 2
n0+1
over 2n0+1 binary sequences { of length n0+1 such that
[tn0( j ) : j<c0]<a({) } 2
&n0&1[tn0( j ) : jc0]. (2.2.2)
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Moreover, the probability that c0 is output at stage 0 equals the probability of
producing a sequence { such that (2.2.2) holds. Thus, such probability is tn0(c0).
Stage k+1. Suppose by the induction hypothesis that the probability that M
did not stop at stage k or before is a0 } } } } } an . Let, for all jk, ni=min[ j :
[tj (h) : hj]>ai], and assume, again by I.H., that, for all c0n0 , ..., cknk , the
probability that M’s output at stage k is (c0 , ..., ck) is tn0(c0) } } } } } tnk(ck). Also,
assume by I.H. that, if M did not stop before Stage k+1, then the first
n0+1+ } } } +nk+1 bits of the coin tape have been erased during the previous
stages.
If M stopped at some earlier stage, there is no stage n+1.
Otherwise, let b0 , ..., bk be the sequence of outputs produced at the earlier stages.
Call s(k) the sequence written on the coin tape at the end of stage k, i.e.,
the sequence obtained from s by erasing the first n0+1+ } } } +nk+1 bits.
Then, M asks input from the input tape until an nk+1 is reached such that
[tnk+1(i ) : ink+1]>ak+1 . (Same remark as for Stage 0 in case such a nk+1 does
not exist).
Let, for all { # BSeq, a({) be defined as at Stage 0.
If a(s(k)[nk+1]) } 2&nk+1&1>[tnk+1( j ) : jnk+1], then M stops.
Otherwise, there is a unique bk+1nk+1 such that
[tnk+1( j ) : j<bk+1]<a(s
(k)[nk+1]) } 2&nk+1&1[tnk+1( j ) : bk+1].
In this case, M prints bk+1 on the output tape, erases the first nk+1+1 bits
s(k)0 , ..., s
(k)
nk+1
from the coin tape, and goes to the next step.
Note that the probability that M does not stop at stage k+1 is ak+1 , therefore
the probability that M does not stop at stage k+1 or before is a0 } } } } } ak+1 .
Moreover, imitating the proof of Claim 2.2.1, we can see that, for every ck+1
nk+1 , the probability that M outputs ck+1 at stage k+1 is tnk+1(ck+1). Thus, the
probability that the output tape at the end of stage k+1 contains a sequence
(c0 , ..., ck , ck+1) , where, for all ik+1, cini , is equal to tn0(c0) } } } } } tnk(ck) }
tnk+1(ck+1).
It follows from the definition of M that, if t is a da text for some $ # D, then, with
probability >[an : n # N]=78, M never stops, and produces an infinite
sequence as output.
We claim that, if t is a da text for $ # D and $ is for L # C, then, with probability
34 (hence, >23), M’s output is a member of A(L).
Let t, $, L be as above. By assumption, +$(A(L))=1. Let I(L) be the set of
indexes of L, and let, for all j, m # N,
Gm, j=[t # NN : ,(t[m])=j ].
Then, A(L)=[[([Gm, j : mn]) : n # N] : j # I(L)].
Thus, 1=+$(A(L))=[sup[+$([Gm, j : mn]) : n # N] : j # I(L)].
It follows that there are a finite subset F of I(L) and a k0 # N such that [+$(
[Gm, j : mk0])] : j # F ]78.
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Let, for all k # N,
A(L)k=[[Gm, j : k0mk0+k] : j # F ].
Note that, for every k, +$(A(L)k)78.
Moreover, [A(L)k : k # N]=[[Gm, j : k0m] : j # F]A(L), and A(L)0$
A(L)1$ } } } $A(L)k$ } } } .
Thus, it is sufficient to prove that, for every k, with probability 34, M produces
an output s # A(L)k .
Now let
Tk=[{ # Seq : lth({)=k0+k+1 7 _j # F \m(k0mk0+k  ,({)=j].
A(L)k is the disjoint union of [B{ : { # Tk]. Let, for every { # Seq such that lth({)=
k0+k+1, P({)=tn0({0) } } } } } tnk({k0+k) if, for all ik0+k, {ini , and P({)=0
otherwise.
We have seen that P({) expresses the probability that on input t M’s output at
the end of stage k0+k is {. Since t is a da text for $, P({)$({0) } } } } } $({k0+k)=
+$(B{).
Let P(L)k denote the probability that M either stops or generates an infinite
sequence not in A(L)k . We have
P(L)k18+[P({) : lth({)=k0+k+1 7 {  Tk]
18+[+$(B{) : lth({)=k0+k+1 7 {  Tk]
18+(1&+$(A(L)k))
(18)+(1&(78))=14.
Thus, for every k, with probability 34 M produces an output s # A(L)k . This
concludes the proof of Lemma 2.2. Q.E.D.
Remark 2.3. Changing the proof of Lemma 2.2 slightly, it is possible to prove
an analog of Lemma 2.2 with 23 replaced by any real number : such that 0:<1.
Proposition 2.4. If there is a recursive probabilistic da function which da
identifies C on D with probability >23, then there is a recursive da function that
da identifies C on D.
Proof. Cf [P89]. (The proof in [P89] is given for normal texts, but it translates
without relevant changes to the case of da texts).
Putting Lemmas 2.1, 2.2, and Proposition 2.4 together, we obtain the main result
of this Section:
Theorem 2.5. Let C be a class of languages and D be a class of distributions for
C. The following are equivalent:
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(i) There is a recursive learner that measure-one identifies C wrt D.
(ii) There is a recursive da function that da identifies C on D.
Remark 2.6. Of course, an analog of Theorem 2.5 holds (essentially with the
same proof ) if we drop the word ‘‘recursive’’ in both (i) and (ii). In other words:
Corollary 2.7. Let C, D be as in the statement of Theorem 2.5. The following
are equivalent:
(i) There is a learner which measure-one identifies C wrt D
(ii) There is a da function which da identifies C on D.
3. APPLICATIONS
In [An88] (using a different terminology), the following is proved:
Proposition 3.1. Let C be a class of languages, and let D(C)=[$ : $ is a dis-
tribution for some L # C]. If there is a recursive learner that measure-one identifies
C on D(C), then there is a recursive learner that identifies C in the usual sense.
We extend Proposition 3.1 in two directions.
(i) We prove an analog of Proposition 3.1 with D(C ) replaced by a smaller
(in fact, countable) class of distributions.
(ii) We prove a non-effective version of Proposition 3.1.
In the following, for every class C of languages, Dac(C ) denotes the class of
approximately computable distributions for C.
Obviously, for every class C of languages, Dac(C ) is countable, whereas, for every
(nonempty) class C of languages the class D(C) is uncountable.
Theorem 3.2. Let C be a class of languages. Then:
(i) If some recursive learner measure-one identifies C wrt Dac(C ), there is a
recursive learner that identifies C.
(ii) If some ( possibly non-recursive) learner measure-one identifies C wrt
D(C ), then there is a (possibly non-recursive) learner that identifies C.
(iii) Any class C of languages is measure-one (non-recursively) identifiable
wrt Dac(C ), as well as wrt any countable class of distributions for C.
Proof. (i) We prove the following:
Claim 3.2.1. There is a recursive function K from Seq into DASeq such that, for
every L # C and for every recursive text t for L, there is a da text s(t) for an
approximately computable distribution for L such that, for every n # N, K(t[n])=
s(t)[n].
This is sufficient to prove (i). Indeed, by Theorem 2.5, under the assumption of
(i), there is a recursive learner , that da identifies C on Dac(C). So, if K is as in
Claim 3.2.1, , b K identifies C on recursive texts, and C is recursively identifiable (cf.
[OSW86]).
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We continue proving Claim 3.2.1. Let, for every L # C and for every recursive text
t for L, $(t) be the distribution defined by $(t)(n)=[2&k&1 : tk=n]. It can be
readily seen that $(t) is an approximately computable distribution for L.
Now define, for all _ # Seq, and for all xi<lth(_),
}(_, i, x)=[2&j&1 : ji 7 _j=x], }i[_]=(}(_, i, 0), }(_, i, 1), ..., }(_, i, i )) .
Clearly, }i (_) is a lth(_)&1 da. Let
K(_)=(}0(_[0]), }1(_[1]), ..., }lth(_)&1(_)) , s(t)=(}0(t[0]), ..., }n(t[n]), ...).
It is easy to verify that, if t is a recursive text for some L # C, then s(t) is a da text
for $(t), and, for every n, K(t[n])=s(t)[n]. This completes the proof of
Claim 3.2.1, and hence, of part (i).
(ii) Let K be defined as in part (i), and let t be any text for a language L # C.
Let $(t), s(t) be defined as in the proof of (i). Again, $(t) is for L, s(t) is a da text
for $(t), and K(t[n])=s(t)[n]. By Corollary 1, there is a learner , that da iden-
tifies C on D(C ). It follows that , b K identifies C.
(iii) By Corollary 2.7, it is sufficient to prove that, for every countable class
D=[$1 , ..., $n , ...] of distributions for C, C is da identifiable on D. Let
a(i )=min[ j # N : Wj=[x : $i (x)>0]].
(Remember that we are dealing with non-recursive identifiability, so we do not need
a(i ) to be recursive).
Let, for every =(0 , ..., n) # DASeq:
2()=[n(x) : xn], A()=[i # N : \xn |n(x)&$i (x)|<1&2()].
Define, for all  # DASeq,
,()=min(A()) if A(){<, and ,()=0 otherwise.
Finally, let =a b ,.
We claim that  da identifies C on D. Let t be a da text for some $i # D we can
assume w.l.o.g. that if i{h, then $i{$h). Let L be the unique language in C such
that $i is for L. Since a(i ) is an index for L, it is sufficient to prove that for almost
all n, ,(t[n])=i.
By the definition of ,, it is sufficient to prove
for all k # N, i # A(t[k]). (3.2.2)
for all h<i, there is kh # N such that, for all k>kh , h  A(t[k]). (3.2.3)
Indeed, from (3.2.2) and (3.2.3) it follows that, if k>max[kh : h<i], then i=
min(A(t[k]), and ,(t[k])=i.
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Proof of 3.2.2. We have to prove \k \xk |tk(x)&$i (x)|<1&2(t[k]). Now
it follows from the definition of da text that, for every x, 0tk(x)$i (x). Thus, for
all xk, |tk(x)&$i (x)|=$i (x)&tk(x)[$i ( y)&tk( y) : yk]1&2(t[k]).
This proves (3.2.2).
Proof of 3.2.3. Let h<i. Since $h{$i , there is x # N such that |$h(x)&$i (x)|>0.
Let ==|$h(x)&$i (x)|.
Since, for every x, lim(tk(x) : k # N)=$i (x), there is mx such that for all
k>m, |$i (x)&tk(x)|<=2, hence |tk(x)&$h(x)|>=2.
Since lim(2(t[k]) : k # N)=1, there is k(h)>m such that, for all k>k(h),
1&2(t[k])<=2. Thus, if k>k(h), |tk(x)&$h(x)|>1&2(t[k]), and h  A(t[k]).
This completes the proof of (3.2.3). Q.E.D.
Now we prove the promised characterization of measure-one recursive iden-
tifiability wrt $ canonical distributions in terms of recursive identifiability on
informants.
Let, for every language L, i(L) be the characteristic function of L, i.e., i(L)k=1
if k # L, and i(L)k=0 otherwise. In the sequel, i(L) is called the canonical informant
for L.
It is easy to verify that a class C of languages is (recursively) identifiable on
informants iff it is (recursively) identifiable on canonical informants, i.e., iff there is
a (recursive) function from BSeq into N that identifies every L # C on i(L).
Theorem 3.3. Let $ be any approximately computable distribution for N, let C be
any class of languages, and let 3($, C )=[$L : L # C]. Then:
(a) C is measure-one recursively identifiable wrt 3($, C ) iff C is recursively
identifiable on informants.
(b) C is (non-effectively) measure-one identifiable wrt 3($, C ).
Proof. The idea of the proof is that there is a recursive procedure which trans-
forms every da text for a canonical distribution $L for any L # C into i(L) and vice
versa. More precisely, we prove the following:
Claim 3.3.1. There is a recursive function 0 from BSeq into DASeq such that, if
_, { # BSeq and _{, then 0(_)0({), and, for every language L, [0(i(L)[n]) :
n # N] is a da text for $L .
Claim 3.3.2. There is a recursive function 1 from DASeq into BSeq, such that,
if _, { # DASeq and _{, then 1(_)1({), and, for every language L and for every
da text t for $L , [1(t[n]) : n # N]=i(L).
It is clear that (a) and (b) follow from Claims 3.3.1 and 3.3.2. Indeed, it follows
from Claim 3.3.1 that, if , identifies C on canonical informants, then , b 0 da iden-
tifies C on 3($, C). Moreover, , b 0 is recursive whenever , is. By Theorem 2.5, if
C is (recursively) identifiable on canonical informants, then C is measure-one
(recursively) identifiable wrt 3($, C).
This proves one half of (a) and also (b), as the class of all languages is (non-
effectively) identifiable on (canonical) informants.
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As for the other direction of (a), it follows from Claim 3.3.2 that, if  is a recursive
function that da identifies C on 3($, C ), then  b 1 is in turn recursive and identifies
C on canonical informants.
In the rest of the proof, d denotes a total recursive function, weakly increasing
in m, such that, for all n # N, lim(d(n, m) : m # N) =$(n) (cf. Lemma 1.12).
Proof of Claim 3.3.1. For all _ # BSeq, and for all k # N, let
\(_)=1&[d(i, lth(_)) : i<lth(_) 7 _i=0].
Note that, for every language L, *n .\(i(L)[n]) is weakly decreasing and
lim( \(i(L)[n]) : n # N)=$(L).
Now let, for _ # BSeq, and for x<lth(_);
|(_, x)=:(lth(_), d(x, lth(_)) } (\(_))&1) if _x=1; |(_, x)=0 otherwise
(3.3.3)
(cf. the formula (2.1.2) in the proof of Lemma 2.1) for the definition of the func-
tion :).
Observe that, for all _ # Bseq, (|(_, 0), ..., |(_, lth(_)&1)) is a lth(_) da
sequence, and that, for every language L, and for all x # N, |(i(L)[n], x) is weakly
increasing in n and lim(|(i(L)[n], x) : n # N)=$L(x).
Let, for all _ # BSeq, and for all i<lth(_),
|i (_)=(|(_[i], 0), ..., |(_[i], i )); (3.3.4)
0(_)=(|0(_), ..., |lth(_)&1(_)). (3.3.5)
It can be readily seen that, for all _ # BSeq, 0(_) # DASeq, and that, for every
language L, [0(i(L)[n]) : n # N]=(|n(i(L)[n]) : n # N)) is a da text for $L .
This completes the proof of Claim 3.3.1.
Proof of Claim 3.3.2. Let % # DASeq be given. Let
P(%)=[%lth(%)&1(x) : x<lth(%)]; Y(%)=[i<lth(%) : %lth(%)&1(i )>0];
N(%)=[i<lth(%) : d(i, lth(%))>1&P(%) 7 %lth(%)&1(i )=0].
Note that, if t is da text for $L and n # N, then
(a) If x # Y(t[n]), then x # L.
(b) If x # N(t[n]), then x  L.
(c) Y(t[n])Y(t[n+1]) and N(t[n])N(t[n+1]).
Proofs of (a) and (c) are trivial.
As for (b), note that, if x # L and xn, then d(x, n+1)$(x)$L(x). If, in
addition, tn(x)=0, then d(x, n+1)$L(x)1&P(t[n]).
Thus, by the definition of N(%), x  N(t[n]).
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Now let
K(\)=max[m<lth(\) : \x<m(x # Y(\) _ N(\))].
If K(\)=0, let 1(\)=<; otherwise, let 1(\) be defined by
Dom(1(\))=[0, ..., K(\)&1];
(1(\)) i=1 if i # Y(\), and (1(\)) i=0 if i # N(\).
It is clear that 1 has the desired properties.
This completes the proof of Claim 3.3.2, and Theorem 3.3 is proved. Q.E.D.
Example 3.4. Let $ be an approximately computable distribution for N.
A uniformly recursive class C is recursively identifiable wrt the class 3($, C ) of
$ canonical distributions, because it is recursively identifiable on informants.
Example 3.5. An indexed class C is measure-one recursively identifiable wrt the
class Dac(C ) of all approximately computable distributions for C iff C is recursively
identifiable. C is always (non-recursively) identifiable wrt Dac(C ), whereas it is iden-
tifiable wrt the class D(C ) of all distributions for C iff C is identifiable.
A characterization of identifiability is given by Angluin (cf. [OSW86]). A charac-
terization of recursive identifiability is due to De Jongh and Kanazawa [DJK96],
who extended a characterization due to Angluin (cf. [An80]) of recursively iden-
tifiable classes in the uniformly recursive case.
Example 3.6. The class C0 of all recursive languages as well as the class C1 of
single valued total languages (cf. [OSW86]) are not measure-one recursively iden-
tifiable, neither wrt approximately computable distributions, nor wrt $ canonical
distributions. Both classes are (non-recursively) identifiable wrt both approximately
computable distributions and $ canonical distributions.
Example 3.7. The class C2=[K _ [n] : n # N], where K=[n : n # Wn] is (non-
recursively) measure-one identifiable wrt both $ canonical distributions and
approximately computable distributions. C2 is not measure-one recursively iden-
tifiable wrt approximately computable distributions for C2 . Finally, Osherson
showed us that C2 , as well as [K _ D : D a finite subset of N] is identifiable on
informants, hence it is measure-one recursively identifiable wrt $ canonical distributions.
Remark. 3.8. As we noted in the Introduction, in [An88], Angluin showed
that, if C=(Li : i # N) is an indexed class of languages, and D=($i : i # N) is a
uniformly approximately computable class of distributions for C, then C is
measure-one recursively identifiable wrt D. It follows from Example 1.11 that there
is a class D of distributions for the class C* of all languages such that C* is
measure-one recursively identifiable wrt D.
Summing up, it seems reasonable to connect measure-one identifiability wrt fixed
distributions and classical identifiability as follows (connections are indicated by
arrows):
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(Recursive) measure-one identifiability wrt $ canonical distributions (recursive)
identifiability on informants.
(Recursive) measure-one identifiability wrt all distributions  (recursive) iden-
tifiability.
(Recursive) measure-one identifiability wrt approximately computable distri-
butions (recursive) identifiability on recursive texts.
Measure-one recursive identifiability wrt a uniformly approximately computable
class of distributions recursive identifiability on an indexed class of recursive texts
(e.g., on primitive recursive texts).
4. MEASURE-ONE EFFECTIVE IDENTIFICATION WRT VARIABLE
DISBRIBUTIONS: A POSITIVE RESULT
We are going to extend (a version of) Angluin’s result on measure-one identification
of the class of all languages to the case of variable distributions. The proof has to
be different from Angluin’s, because in our case there is no probability distribution
to be identified. Our argument looks like a refinement of the proof of Proposi-
tion 10.5.2.A of [OSW86].
Definition 4.1. Let C=(Li : i # N) be an indexed class of languages, and let f
be a recursive function such that, for all i, Li=Wf (i )). Let Li, k=Wf (i ), k . Let _ # Seq,
i, n, k # N, nk, and n<lth(_). We say that _ and Li, k agree up to n iff Li, n
range(_), and range(_[n])Li, k .
Note that Definition 4.1 depends on the index i and not only on the language Li .
Theorem 4.2. Let C=(Li : i # N) be an indexed class of languages and M=
( +i : i # N) be a uniformly approximately computable class of measures for C.
Then, there is a recursive learner , which measure-one identifies C wrt M.
Proof. By Lemma 1.12, there is a recursive function m(i, _, k) from N_Seq_N
into Q & [0, 1], weakly increasing in k, such that, for all _ # Seq, and for all i # N,
lim(m(i, _, k) : k # N) =+i (B_).
We start from the following lemma.
Lemma 4.3. Let D(i, n, k)=[t # NN : t[k] and Li, k do not agree up to n]. There
is a recursive function d(i, n), increasing in n, such that, for every i, n # N,
+i (D(i, n, d (i, n))<2&n.
Proof of Lemma 4.3. We define d(i, n) by induction on n. Suppose we have
already defined d(i, s) for all s<n. Define, for all i, a, k # N :
E(i, a, k)=[t # N N : ta  Li, k]; F (a, k)=[t # NN : a  range(t[k])].
It can be readily seen that
D(i, n, k)=([E(i, r, k) : rn]) _ ([F(h, k) : h # Li, k]).
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So,
+i (D(i, n, k))+i ([E(i, r, k) : rn])+[+i (F (h, k)) : h # Li, k].
Now define
M(i, k, n)=[m(i, _, k) : _*<k 7 lth(_)=n].
It can be readily seen that, for every i, n, lim(M(i, k, n) : k # N)=1. Thus, there is
s # N such that, for all k>s, M(i, k, n)>1&2&n&1.
Let s(i, n) be the minimum s with such property. Define
k(i, n)=min[k # N : \_ # Seq(_*<s(i, n) 7 lth(_)=n 7 m(i, _, s(i, n))>0)
 range(_)Li, k].
(k(i, n) is always defined, because, if m(i, _, s(i, n))>0, then range(_)Li).
Thus, letting
G(i, n)=[B_ : _*<s(i, n) 7 lth(_)=n 7 range(_)Li, k(i, n)],
we have
+i (G(i, n))>1&2&n&1.
Since G(i, n) & ([E(i, a, k(i, n)) : an])=<, we get
+i ([E(i, a, k(i, n)) : an])<2&n&1. (4.3.1)
Now let, for all a # Li, n and for all k # N,
H(i, a, k)=[t # NN : a # range(t[k])].
Since +i is for Li , +i ([H(i, a, k) : k # N])=1.
Since H(i, a, k)=[B_ : lth(_)=k 7 a # range(_)], we can compute k(a), h(a)
such that
[m(i, _, h(a)) : _*<h(a) 7 lth(_)=k(a) 7 a # range(_)]>1&(2&n&1)(n+1)&1.
Since F (a, k(a)) & H(i, a, k(a))=<, we get
+i (F (a, k(a)))<2&n&1(n+1)&1. (4.3.2)
Let
d(i, n)=max[k(i, n), k(a) : a # Li, n , d(i, s)+1 : s<n].
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By construction, d is recursive. By (4.3.1) and (4.3.2), we have
+i (D(i, n, d(i, n)))+i ([E(i, a, d(i, n)) : an])
+[+i (F (a, d(i, n))) : a # Li, n]2&n.
This completes the proof of Lemma 4.3.
We return to the proof of Theorem 4.2. By Lemma 4.3, [+i (D(i, n, d(i, n))) : n # N]
converges.
Define
Di=[t # NN : t # D(i, n, d(i, n)) for infinitely many n],
Ai=[t # NN : range(t)=Li 7 \n(t  D(i, n, d(i, n)))].
By the Borel Cantelli lemma, (cf. [B86], Theorem 4.3, p. 53), +i (Di)=0. Thus,
+i (Ai)=1. Now let
Bi=[Ah : Li=Lh].
For every h such that Li=Lh , one has +h(Bi)=1. Thus, it is sufficient to find a
recursive learner , which identifies each Li on Bi .
Let, for all i, k # N,
n(i, k)=max[nk : d(i, n)k] if such a n exists, and 0 otherwise.
Note that n(i, k) is weakly increasing in k and that, for all i # N, lim(n(i, k) : k # N)=
+. Let
C(_)=[ilth(_) : Li, lth(_) and _ agree up to n(i, lth(_))].
Define, for all _ # Seq, and for all n # C(_),
a(n, _)=min[i<lth(_) : \j(ij<lth(_)  n # C(_[ j]))].
Let, for all n, m # C(_),
n_ m iff either a(n, _)<a(m, _), or a(n, _)=a(m, _) and nm.
Let c(_) be the minimum of C(_) wrt _ if C(_){<, and let c(_)=0 if C(_)=<.
Finally, let ,(_)=f (c(_)), where, as usual, we assume Li=Wf (i ).
Clearly, , is total recursive.
We prove that, for every i # N, , identifies Li on Bi .
Let t # Bi , say, t # Ah for some h such that Lh=Li .
It is easy to prove that, if k is sufficiently large, then h # C(t[k]).
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Say that a natural number j is stable if, for almost all k, j # C(t[k]). We have
seen that h is stable. Moreover, it is easy to prove that, if Lm{Li , then m is not
stable (in fact, m  C(t[k]) for almost all k). For each stable number n, let
e(n)=min[k : \jk(n # C(t[ j])].
Also, let
e0=min[e(n) : n is stable], n0=min[n : n is stable and e(n)=e0].
We prove that (,(t[k]) : k # N) converges to f (n0) (Thus, , identifies Li on t,
because we have seen that, if n is stable, then f (n) is an index for Li ).
We observe the following facts:
(i) If r>e(n0), then r  C(t[e(n0)]). Thus, for all kr, either r  C(t[k]), or
n0<t[k] r.
(ii) If re(n0) is not stable, then there is a natural number k>e(n0) such
that r  C(t[k]). Thus there is k such that, for all mk, either r  C(t[m]) or
n0<t[m] r.
(iii) If re(n0) is stable, then, by the definition of e0 , n0 , either e(r)=e(n0)
and n0r, or e(n0)<e(r). In both cases, for all ke(n0), n0t[k] r.
From (i), (ii), and (iii), it follows that there is k # N such that, for all sk, n0
is the minimum of C(t[s]) wrt t[S] . Thus, for all sk, ,(t[s])=f (n0). This con-
cludes the proof of Theorem 4.2. Q.E.D.
5. MEASURE-ONE IDENTIFICATION WRT VARIABLE DISTRIBUTIONS:
A NEGATIVE RESULT
The conclusion of Theorem 4.2 does not hold if we omit the assumption that M
is uniformly approximately computable. For example, if C is not identifiable on
informants and $ is an approximately computable distribution for N, then C is not
measure-one identifiable wrt the class X($, C ) of distribution measures correspond-
ing to $ canonical distributions for C. Note that X($, C ) is uniformly approximately
computable with oracle in 0$.
In this section, we find a stronger negative result. Indeed, we show that for every
non-identifiable class C, there is a class M of measures for C such that M is
uniformly approximately computable with oracle in 0$, and no recursive learner
measure-one identifies C wrt M.
Definition 5.1. Let _ # Seq, L be a language, and , be a partial recursive function.
We say that _ is weakly locking for ,, L iff range(_)L and, for all {$_ such
that range({)L, one has { # Dom(,) and ,({)=,(_).
We say that _ is locking for ,, L if it is weakly locking and ,(_) is an index for L.
Lemma 5.2. Let C=(Li : i # N) be an indexed class which is not recursively iden-
tifiable.
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For every total recursive function ,, either there is a language Li in C such that
there is no weakly locking sequence for ,, Li , or there is a language Li in C such that
there is a weakly locking sequence for ,, Li which is not locking.
Proof. Suppose not. Let, for all _ # Seq,
C(_)=[{ # Seq : lth({)lth(_) 7 range({)range(_)],
D(_)=[\ # C(_) : \{ # C(_)(,(\*{)=,(\)].
Define /(_)=min(D(_)), (where ‘‘min’’ is meant wrt the order induced by Go del
numbering) if D(_){<, and /(_)=0 otherwise.
It is not difficult to prove that, for every text t for Li , (/(t[n]) : n # N) converges
to the smallest weakly locking sequence for ,, Li (cf. also [An80] or [DJK95] for
a proof). Since we are assuming that such a sequence is also locking, it follows that
the composition , b / identifies C, a contradiction. Q.E.D.
The plan of our proof is the following: let C=(Li : i # N) be an indexed class
that is not recursively identifiable. Let F be the class of recursive learners , for
which there are a language Li # C and _ # Seq which is weakly locking, but not
locking, for ,, Li . Every , # F fails to identify Li on B_(Li), which is a set of positive
measure wrt all measures for Li ; hence, , does not measure-one identify C wrt any
class of measures for C. By Lemma 5.2, for every recursive learner ,, if ,  F, there
is Li # C such that there is no weakly locking sequence for ,, Li .
Let G be the class of recursive learners not in F. In order to get the result, it is
sufficient to define a sequence M=( +i : i # N) of measures for C, which is
uniformly approximately computable with oracle in 0$, and such that, for all  # G,
there is an i # N such that +i [t # NN : ((t[n]) : n # N) does not converge]>0.
The rest of this section is devoted to the construction of such a class.
Definition 5.3. Let L be a language, and let _ # Seq.
An L-antichain is an antichain A such that ASeq(L).
An L-antichain above _ is an L-antichain A such that, for all { # A, { properly
extends _.
An L-splitting function is a partial function S(_, n) from Seq(L)_N into Seq(L)
such that, if either _=<, or _ # range(S), then, for every n # N, S(_, n) is defined,
and [S(_, n) : n # N] is a maximal L-antichain above _.
Note that, if , is a learner and L is a language such that there is no weakly lock-
ing sequence for ,, L, then there is an L-splitting function S(_, n) such that, for all
_ # range(S), ,(_){,(_&1).
Let S(_, n) be a splitting function. We inductively define a sequence (Un(S):
n # N) of subsets of Seq(L) as follows:
U0(S )=< Un+1(S)=[S(_, n) : _ # Un(S) 7 n # N]
We further define
U(S )=[Un(S) : n # N]; On(S)=[B_(L) : _ # Un(S)]; O(S)=[On(S) : n # N].
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Lemma 5.4.
(i) Dom(S)$U(S)_N.
(ii) For every n # N, On(S) is an open dense subset of LN (hence, LN&O(S) is
a meager subset of LN).
Proof. (i) By induction on n, it is easy to show that, for every n, Dom(S)$
Un(S)_N.
(ii) By induction on n, we can easily see that, for every n, Un(S) is a maximal
L-antichain. (The claim is obvious for n=0; as for the induction step, the idea is
that, if we replace a sequence _ in a maximal L-antichain with a maximal
L-antichain above _, we still get a maximal L-antichain.)
Now, by the maximality of Un(S), for every _ # Seq(L), there is { # Un(S) such
that either _{ or {_. Thus, B_(L) & On(S){<, and On(S) is dense.
That On(S) is open is obvious.
Definition 5.5. An L-splitting function S(_, n) is said to be regular if, for every
a # L, there is n # N such that, for all _ # Un(S), a # range(_).
Definition 5.6. Let C=(Li : i # N) be an indexed class of languages, and let
A be a set of natural numbers. A partial function S(i, _, n) is said to be a uniform
regular splitting function (u.r.s.f.) for C with oracle A iff the following conditions
hold:
(i) S is partial recursive (on N_Seq(L)_N ) with oracle A.
(ii) For every i # N, the function Si=*_n .S(i, _, n) is a regular Li splitting
function.
Let C, S be as in Definition 5.6. We plan to define a sequence M=( +i : i # N)
of measures uniformly approximately computable with oracle A such that, for every
i, +i (O(Si))=1.
Definition 5.7. We define a function \(i, _) by the following clauses:
(i) Dom(\)=[(i, _) : _ # U(Si)]
(ii) For all i # N, \(i, <)=1.
(iii) If _ # Un+1(Si) and { is the unique element of Un(Si) such that {/_,
then
\(i, _)=\(i, {) } [2&k&1 : S(i, {, k)=_].
Moreover, we define, for all _ # Seq, and for all i # N ;
r(i, _)=[\(i, {) : { # Ulth(_)(Si) 7 _{]; +i (B_)=r(i, _).
Note that, if _ # U(Si), then \(i, _)=r(i, _).
Lemma 5.8. Let C, S, \, r, +i , etc. be as in Definitions 5.6 and 5.7 ; let M#
( +i : i # N). We have:
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(i) For every i, *_ .r(i, _) satisfies conditions (i), (ii), (iii), and (iv) of
Lemma 1.5, (therefore +i is a measure for Li , and M is for C ).
(ii) M is uniformly approximately computable with oracle A.
(iii) For every i, +i (O(Si))=1.
(iv) Let i # N. Suppose that there is k such that, for infinitely many n, for all
_ # Un(Si), one has Card[S(i, _, j ) : jk]2. Then, +i is atomless.
Proof. (i) Note that r(i, <)=\(i, <)=1, and that, if _ # Un(Si) and k>n, then
\(i, _)=[\(i, {) : { # Uk(Si), _{].
It follows that
r(i, _)=[\(i, {) : { # Ulth(_)(Si) 7 _{]
=[\(i, {) : { # Ulth(_)+1(Si) 7 _/{]
=[[\(i, {) : { # Ulth(_)+1(Si) 7 _*(n){] : n # N]
=[r(i, _*(n) ) : n # N].
Thus, conditions (i) and (ii) of Lemma 1.5 are proved.
We prove condition (iii) of that lemma. Since Si is an Li splitting function, if
range(_) is not a subset of Li , there is no { # Ulth(_)(Si) such that _{; thus,
r(i, _)=0. On the other hand, if range(_)L, then, since Ulth(_)(Si) is a maximal
Li -antichain and, for all $ # U lth(_)(Si), lth($)lth(_), there is { # Ulth(_)(Si) such
that _{, and
r(i, _)=[\(i, {) : { # Ulth(_)(Si) 7 _{]>0.
Lastly, we prove condition (iv) of Lemma 1.5. Since Si is regular, for all a # Li ,
there is n such that, for all _ # Un(Si), a # range(_). Moreover, by induction on k,
we can easily prove that, for every k,
[r(i, _) : _ # Uk(Si)]=[\(i, _) : _ # Uk(Si)]=1.
Thus, Un(Si) is an Li-antichain as in Condition (iv).
This concludes the proof of part (i) of Lemma 5.8.
(ii) Let T[A](e, x, k) be the Kleene predicate relativized to A. Define, for all
i # N, Wi [A]=[x # N : _k T[A](i, x, k)], Wi, k[A]=[x<k : _yk(T[A](i, x, y))].
Also, define
U=[(i, _, n) : _ # Un(Si)].
We have
(i, _, n) # U iff _f # Seqn+1[ f (0)=< 7 \j<n _k # N( f ( j+1)
=S(i, f ( j ), k)) 7 f (n)=_].
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This shows that U is r.e. with oracle A, say U=We[A]. (Formally speaking, U is
not a set of natural numbers; to be precise, we should say that [(i, _*, n) * :
(i, _, n) # U]=We[A]).
In the following, we write U (n) for We, n[A].
At this point, note that by Lemma 1.12, in order to prove (ii), we have to find
a function m(i, _, k) weakly increasing in k and recursive in A such that, for all
i # N, and for all _ # Seq, lim(m(i, _, k) : k # N)=r(i, _). We start from the following
observation: let _ # Un(Si), and let, for all in, _(i ) be defined by induction as
follows:
_(0)=<; _(i+1)=Si (_(i ), min[k : Si (_(i ), k)_]).
Clearly, _(0)/_(1)/ } } } /_(n)=_. By induction on n, we see that
r(i, _)=\(i, _)=([2&k&1 : Si (_(0), k)=_(1)]) } } } }
} ([2&k&1 : Si (_(n&1), k)=_(n)]).
Now let a(i, _, n, h) be defined by the following clauses:
(x) Dom(a(i, _, n, h))=[(i, _, n, h) : (i, _, n) # U 7 h # N].
(xx) For all (i, _, n) # U, and for all h # N,
a(i, _, n, h)=([2&k&1 : Si (_(0), k)=_(1) 7 kh]) } } } }
} ([2&k&1 : Si (_(n&1), k)=_(n) 7 kh]).
It is easy to prove that a(i, _, n, h) is partial recursive with oracle A, and that, for
all (i, _, n) # U, lim(a(i, _, n, h) : h # N)=\(i, _). In order to obtain the desired
function m(i, _, k), it is sufficient to define
m(i, _, k)=[a(i, {, lth(_), k) : (i, {, lth(_)) # U (k) 7 _{].
Clearly, m is recursive in A, and it follows from the previous observation and from
the definition of r that
lim(m(i, _, k) : k # N) =r(i, _).
(iii) We have already proved that, for every i, n,
[r(i, {) : { # Un(Si)]=[+i (B{) : { # Un(Si)]=1.
Thus, for every i, n, +i (On(Si))=1, and (iii) follows.
(iv) It follows from (iii) that, if t  O(Si), then +i ([t])=0. Thus, suppose t #
O(Si). Let, for every n, k(n) be such that t[k(n)] # Un(Si). If n, k are such that, for
all _ # Un(Si), Card[S(i, _, j ) : jk]2, then
r(i, t[k(n+1)])r(i, t[k(n)]) } (1&2&k&1).
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If there is a fixed k such that this condition is verified for infinitely many n, then
lim(r(i, t[k(n)]) : n # N) =0, and +i ([t])=0. Thus, +i is atomless. Q.E.D.
Theorem 5.9. Let C=(Li : i # N) be an indexed class of languages which is not
recursively identifiable. Then there is a class M=( +i : i # N) of measures such that :
(i) M is for C.
(ii) M is uniformly approximately computable with oracle in 0$.
(iii) If Li is not a singleton, then +i is atomless.
(iv) No recursive learner measure-one identifies C wrt M.
Proof. As noted before, by Lemma 5.2, we only have to worry about those total
recursive functions , such that, for some i, there is no weakly locking sequence for
_, Li . The plan of the proof is to construct a u.r.s.f. S(i, _, k) with oracle in 0$ such
that the following conditions hold:
If Li is not a singleton, there is k such that for infinitely many n,
for all _ # Un(Si), Card[S(i, _, j ) : jk]2. (5.9.1.)
For all i, e, m # N, if ,e is total, and there is no weakly locking sequence for ,e , Li ,
then, for all _ # U2m+1 } 3e(Si), we have:
Card[n<lth(_)&1 : (,e(_[n]){,e(_[n+1]))]m. (5.9.2)
Before starting the construction of a u.r.s.f. with the desired properties, we show
that this is sufficient to obtain the result.
Let M=( +i : i # N) be the class of measures constructed from S(i, _, k) accord-
ing to Lemma 5.8. Then by Lemma 5.8, Conditions (i), (ii), and (iii) of Theorem 5.9
are satisfied.
Now suppose that for some e # N and for some i # N there is no weakly locking
sequence for ,e , Li . Let t # O(Si); for all n # N, there is h # N such that t[h] # Un(S).
It follows from (5.9.2) that the set [n # N : (,e(t[n]){,e(t[n+1]))] is infinite, and
,e fails to identify Li on t. Moreover, by Lemma 5.8, +i (O(Si))=1. Thus, ,e fails
to measure-one identify C wrt M, and Condition (iv) of Theorem 5.9 follows.
We proceed to the construction of a u.r.s.f. with oracle in 0$ satisfying Conditions
(5.9.1) and (5.9.2).
The construction proceeds by stages.
At even stages of the form 2m+1 } 3e, we take care of Condition (5.9.2); at even
stages which are not of the form shown above, we take care of Condition (5.9.1);
at odd stages 2a+1, we take care of regularity, ensuring that, for every i, if a # Li ,
then, for all _ # U2a+1(Si), a # range(_).
Let A(i, k), {(i, k), \(i, m, k) be recursive functions such that, for all i, m # N,
Li=[A(i, k) : k # N], Seq(Li)=[{(i, k) : k # N], and
[\(i, m, k) : k # N]=[_ # Seq(Li) : m  range(_)].
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Stage 0. We define, for all i # N, U0(Si)=[<].
Stage n+1. Assume that at the previous stages we have defined Uh(Si) for all
hn and for all i # N, and that we have defined S(i, _, k) for all i, k # N and for all
_ # [Uh(Si) : h<n] in such a way that, for all h<n, we have
Uh+1(Si)=[S(i, _, k) : k # N 7 _ # Uh(Si)].
We define S(i, _, k) for all i, k # N and for all _ # Un(Si).
Consider the following cases:
Case 1. There are e, m<n+1 such that n+1=2m+1 } 3e.
Let i, _ be such that _ # Un(Si), and let k # N. Consider the following subcases:
Subcase 1a. ,e(_) diverges.
Simply let S(i, _, k)=_*(A(i, _, k)).
Note that we do not have to worry about Condition (5.9.2), as ,e is not total.
Moreover, if S(i, _, k) is defined according to Subcase 1a, then [S(i, _, k) : k # N] is
a maximal Li-antichain above _.
Subcase 1b. ,e(_) converges.
We define S(i, _, k) by induction on k. Suppose that we have already defined
S(i, _, h) for all h<k in such a way that [S(i, _, h) : h<k] is an Li-antichain above _.
If k>0 and there is no j such that {(i, j ){< and _*{(i, j ) is incomparable with
every S(i, _, h) : h<k, then define: S(i, _, k)=S(i, _, k&1).
Note that if we define S(i, _, k) in this way, then [S(i, _, h) : hk] is a maximal
Li -antichain above _.
Otherwise, if k=0, let j be minimal such that {(i, j ){<; if k>0, let j be minimal
such that _*{(i, j ) is incomparable with S(i, _, h) for all h<k. Consider the following
subsubcases.
Subsubcase 1bi. Either ,e(_*{(i, j )) diverges or ,e(_*{(i, j )) converges and for
every r, if ,e(_*{(i, j )* {(i, r)) converges, then ,e(_*{(i, j )* {(i, r))=,e(_).
Define. S(i, _, k)=_*{(i, j ).
Note that either ,e is not total or _*{(i, j ) is a weakly locking sequence for
,e , Li . Thus, we do not have to worry about Condition (5.9.2). Moreover, if
S(i, _, h) is defined in this way, then [S(i, _, h) : hk] is an Li-antichain above _.
Subsubcase 1bii. Subcase 1b occurs and subsubcase 1bi does not occur.
Let r be minimal such that ,e(_*{(i, j )* {(i, r)) converges and is different from
,e(_).
Define. S(i, _, k)=_*{(i, j )* {(i, {).
Note that [S(i, _, h) : hk] is an Li-antichain above _, and that
Card[ j<lth(S(i, _, k))&1 : ,e(S(i, _, k)[ j]){,e(S(i, _, k)[ j+1])]
Card[ j<lth(_)&1 : ,e(_[ j]){,e(_[ j+1])]+1. (5.9.3)
Observe that all cases and subcases defined so far are recursive in 0$ and that the
part of the construction of S defined so far only uses an oracle in 0$.
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Case 2. n+1 is even and Case 1 does not occur.
Simply, let S(i, _, k)=_*(A(i, k)).
Again, if Case 2 occurs, then [S(i, _, k) : k # N] is a maximal Li -antichain above _,
and, if Li is not a singleton, and k=min[k : A(i, k){A(i, 0)], then Card[S(i, _, k):
kki]2. Also, note that Case 2 occurs infinitely often and that ki only depends
on i.
Case 3. n+1 is odd, say, n+1=2a+1.
As we said before, at this stage we worry about regularity. Let i, k # N, _ # Un(Si)
be given. Consider the following subcases:
Subcase 3a. a  Li .
Define. S(i, _, k)=_*(A(i, k)).
Clearly, if Subcase 3a occurs, then [S(i, _, k) : k # N] is a maximal Li-antichain
above _.
Subcase 3b. a # Li .
Define. S(i, _, k)=_*\(i, a, k)* (a) .
Clearly, if Subcase 3b occurs, then [S(i, _, k) : k # N] is an Li-antichain above _.
It is also maximal, because a proper extension $ # Seq(Li) of _ has either the form
_*\(i, a, k), or the form _*\(i, a, k)* (a)* {. In both cases, $ is comparable with
some S(i, _, k).
Having defined S(i, _, k) for all i, k # N, _ # Un(Si), we define, as usual,
Un+1(Si)=[S(i, _, k) : k # N 7 _ # Un(Si)].
We prove that S satisfies our requirements:
(a) Inspection of the definition of S shows that S is partial recursive in 0$.
(b) For all i, n # N and for all _ # Un(Si), [S(i, _, k) : k # N] is a maximal
Li -antichain above _. This has already been proved in all cases except Case 1, Sub-
case 1b, where we still have to prove maximality.
Note that every extension _*{(i, j ) of _ is taken into consideration during the
definition of S(i, _, k), for some k # N. If _*{(i, j ) is not already comparable with
some S(i, _, h), h<k, then S(i, _, k) is an extension of _*{(i, j). Thus, _*{(i, j ) is
comparable with some S(i, _, h).
(c) By our construction in Case 3, if a # Li , then U2a+1(Si) is a maximal
Li -antichain and, for all _ # U2a+1(Si), a # range(_). Thus, each Si is regular.
Condition (5.9.1) is ensured by the construction in Case 2.
(d) We prove Condition (5.9.2) by induction on m. The claim is obvious for
m=0.
Suppose the claim holds for m=r, and let us prove it for m=r+1. Let
_ # U2r+2 } 3e(Si), n=2r+2 } 3e&1, s=2r+1 } 3e. Let k, h be such that _[k] # Un(Si),
_[h] # Us(Si). Clearly, _[h]/_[k]/_. By the induction hypothesis,
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Card[ j<k&1 : ,e((_[k])[ j]){,e((_[k])[ j+1])]
Card[ j<h&1 : ,e((_[h])[ j]){,e((_[h])[ j+1])]r.
Moreover, if ,e is total and there is no weakly locking sequence for ,e , Li , then, for
every j, S(i, _[k], j ) is defined according to Case 1, Subcase 1b, Subsubcase 1bii. It
follows that ,e(_){,e(_[k]). Therefore, by (5.9.3),
Card[ j<lth(_)&1 : ,e(_[ j]){,e(_[ j+1])]
Card[ j<k&1 : ,e((_[k])[ j]){,e((_[k])[ j+1])]+1r+1.
This concludes the induction step, and Theorem 5.9 is proved. Q.E.D.
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